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Abstract

Knowledge Management is becoming more
and more an important discipline in a variety of
context, such as business, IT etc. However, a so-
lution of Knowledge Management regarding the
entire cognitive patrimony of a company is an am-
bitious objective. For this reason, in the present
paper we focus our attention on management of a
structured part of a company’s knowledge, which
is used by people performing their day-to-day ac-
tivities. This kind of knowledge, also known as
Operational Knowledge, is mainly based on indi-
vidual’s competence, experience etc. Afterward,
we present a case study on Operational Knowl-
edge Management (OKM), defined and developed
during 2001 for Telecom Italia Mobile (TIM), one
of the biggest European cellular operators.

1. Introduction

According to G.Smith and A.Farquhar [8], in
recent years there has been a wave of enthusi-
asm and activity centered on knowledge manage-
ment. In fact, the intellectual capital is a key dif-
ferentiator in a competition as collaboration space
is nowadays more virtual than physical and In-
formation Technology permits practical capture,
sharing, leveraging of information and knowledge
throughout organization. In a company, there are
two types of knowledge: tacit and explicit forms.
Tacit knowledge represents unconscious knowl-

edge, hard to articulate, constituted by experience
and action. On the other hand, explicit knowl-
edge is the codify one, expresses within formal
ways, easy to transmit and conservable. There-
fore, the Knowledge Management could be de-
fined as a way for knowledge evolution from tacit
to explicit. In literature there are two main re-
search fields on Knowledge Management [4]:

� Management of representation knowledge
and information;

� Management of peolple in a company.
Knowledge here is seen like a process.

In both fields, the problem of Knowledge Man-
agement can be approached in three different
ways:

� Local: there is a specific need that must be
solved;

� Coordinated: there are coordinated opera-
tions such as a small group of people who
share a task, or work together on a product
(also called Communities of Practice) that
permit to solve a specific problem;

� Global (or Corporate Knowledge Manage-
ment): i.e. the management of the entire cog-
nitive patrimony of a company.

As it is very difficult to introduce a solution
of Knowledge Management regarding the entire
cognitive patrimony of a company, in this paper
we focus our attention on the knowledge used



by people performing their day-to-day activities.
This kind of knowledge, also know as Operational
Knowledge, is mainly based on individual’s com-
petence, experiences etc. In order to manage the
Operational Knowledge, in this paper we discuss
a framework called Operational Knowledge Man-
agement Framework (OKMF).

2. OKM Framework

What is Operational Knowledge Management
(OKM)? We can answer this question defining
OKM as a part of KM specifically focused on
Operational Knowledge (”How to perform activ-
ities”) and Trouble Resolution (”How to restore
exception”). Moreover, according to Zach [9], a
typical knowledge management system is made
up by four main concepts:

1. Knowledge repository represents the KMS’s
core, since it contains all domain knowledge;

2. Knowledge roles represent the actors of the
KMS. Every actor performs a specific task
and has different features;

3. Knowledge flows represent processes by
which the knowledge moves inside the
knowledge management system;

4. Knowledge technology i.e. all useful tech-
nologies provided by computer science to
support knowledge management.

Domain knowledge is usually(a)captured by a
knowledge engineer through one o more sessions
with expert users and (b)stored into the repository.
Then, the users of the KMS are able to access and
retrieve the stored knowledge at least till it be-
comes obsolete, such as for a strong innovation
technology. Furthermore, the follow-up proce-
dures of knowledge repository are often not con-
tinuous. In other words, in a typical KMS, knowl-
edge flows are mainly from knowledge repository
to user. This is what we call “one-way flows”
(see also fig. 1.a). We now consider the well-
known Nonaka’s model for knowledge creation.
Nonaka analyzes knowledge creation with 2*2
matrix, where each cell represents the transition

from tacit or explicit knowledge to tacit or explicit
knowledge [3]. Each transition requires different
kind of thinking and interaction. When viewed
as a continuous learning process, the model be-
comes a clockwise spiral; organizational learning
depends on initiating and sustaining the learning
spiral [5, 2]. But, if knowledge flows are “one-
way flows”, they do not allow the continuous pro-
cess described by Nonaka. This suggested us to
allow the introduction into a KMS of knowledge
flows following the opposite direction (from user
to knowledge repository) and at the same intensity
too. In this way, the Nonaka’s knowledge creation
model becomes a clockwise spiral. This is what
we call “double-way flows” (see also fig. 1.b).

 

Figure 1. One-way flows vs double-way
flows

In our OKMF, we developed the “double way
flows” by three distinct phases (see also fig. 1.c):

1. Knowledge acquisition: is the phase of cap-
turing the existing domain knowledge and
storing it into a repository (in a structured
manner);

2. Knowledge diffusion: is the phase during
which the repository’s knowledge is ac-
cessed and used by the users;

3. Knowledge up-grade: is the phase of mon-
itoring and up-grading repository’s knowl-
edge during people’s day-to-day activities
(such as interacting with other people and
computer system).



The three phases could be combined together
leading to the Nonaka’s spiral model (see fig. 2
and. [3]).

 

Figure 2. The OKM Phases as a "Knowl-
edge Spiral"

Subsequently, we have broken up the phases in
seven key-activities [7]:

1. Acquisition: the capture of knowledge
mainly through knowledge engineer-expert
user sessions;

2. Codify: the placing (or storing) of knowl-
edge into a structured repository;

3. Explicitation: the sharing knowledge mainly
through person-to-person activities (forum,
chat, etc.);

4. Application: the users access to KMS to take
a part of knowledge. Knowledge utiliza-
tion can support learning, problem solving,
decision-making etc;

5. Discovery: the improvement of knowledge
as people carry on their normal tasks such
as interacting with people and computer sys-
tems;

6. Monitoring: the monitoring and reviewing
knowledge and its utilization;

7. Create: the generation of new knowledge, in
according to Nonaka’s model.

The relation between activities and the three
phases is shown in fig. 3:
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Figure 3. Activities distribution through
the knowledge flow’s phases"

As the Create activity is harder than all the
other ones, we assume that such activity (Create)
is crossing over all the three phases, depending on
several factors (i.e. the implementation choices,
the link between phases and so on); this means
that the creation of new knowledge can be made in
one or more phases. Afterwards, we have divided
the activity in sub-activities, or modules, which
have the responsibility for managing a sub-part of
the knowledge flow (see table. 1) 1.

Table 1. OKM Framework modules
Activities Sub-Activities

Knowledge Acquisition Knowledge Capture
Knowledge Codify Knowledge Inventory

Knowledge Maintenance
Knowledge Explicitation Knowledge Exchange
Knowledge Application Knowledge Retrieval

Knowledge Handling
Knowledge Discovery Knowledge Feedback
Knowledge Monitoring Knowledge Interception

Knowledge Evaluation
Knowledge Create Best-practice

Activity modularization is a remarkable feature
of our OKM framework, as it allows us to have
a modular architecture, where single instances
(i.e. sets of modules) of the neutral OKM frame-
work (that is, the OKM systems) could use not
all the modules that we above described, but only
the ones needed for managing the specific Opera-
tional Knowledge (see also fig. 4).

1For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we do not de-
scribe every sub-activities
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Figure 4. Activities distribution through
the knowledge flow’s phases"

In fact, as a single knowledge management sys-
tem is usually developed to manage the single
context’s knowledge, even when different con-
texts have the same kind of knowledge to man-
age. On the contrary, in our project, we develop
a knowledge management framework, that is a
general-purpose tool that can be applied to a vari-
ety of problems and contexts and adapted to indi-
vidual work styles, in order to manage the Op-
erational Knowledge. For example, if we con-
sider a context which must have “Collaboration
Services” (such as chat, forum, groupware, news-
group) then a Knowledge Exchange module will
be necessary, rather that a Knowledge Handling
module. Whereas in a context which must have
“Operation Services”, in order to solve problems,
a Knowledge Handling module will be necessary,
rather that a Knowledge Exchange module.

3. NetDoctor: a case study

In this paragraph, we discuss a specific in-
stance of our OKM Framework. This OKM sys-
tem, called NetDoctor has been developed dur-
ing 2001 for TIM (Telecom Italia Mobile). It al-
lows to manage the operational knowledge and
the competences developed by skilled technicians
performing daily maintenance and assurance ac-
tivities on the GSM (Global System for Mobile

communications) radio network. In fact, for mo-
bile operators, like Telecom Italia Mobile (TIM),
the management of network operational data is a
critical service quality-affecting factor that allows
differentiating TIM from its competitors. Moni-
toring network performance data is needed in or-
der to warn network operational personnel on ex-
isting or potential network troubles, and to correct
them. Monitoring requires collection and corre-
lation of large sets of data generated by network
inventory, measurement systems and on the field
measurement systems (see also fig. 5). This ag-
gregation of network measurement data provides
all remarkable input for pro-active discovery of
network faults. However, correlation and moni-
toring of these network measurements is not easy
and is an expensive task for network operational
personnel. Therefore, NetDoctor provides them
a real-time data correlation, and a monitoring of
such data (see in fig. 5 Trend analysis and Moni-
toring module). In case of network faults, which
affect the quality of the provided services, it is
mandatory to detect, isolate, and fix the trou-
bles as quickly as possible. NetDoctor allows
to detect performance degradations before they
become service affecting. By encapsulating the
network experts’ knowledge (Operational Knowl-
edge), the system is able to suggest in real-time
the network diagnostic procedures and generate
trouble reports containing corrective actions for
field personnel (see in fig. 5 AI and KM modules).
Operational Knowledge is represented in NetDoc-
tor as a set of rules, acquired by a series of knowl-
edge acquisition sessions between knowledge en-
gineer and skilled technicians (Knowledge Acqui-
sition phase). NetDoctor’s rules have the well-
known form:

IF SYMPTOM THEN RESOLUTION BE-
CAUSE OF DIAGNOSYS

The rules are directly managed by NetDoc-
tor’s users using a Rule Editor. The set of rules
is applied by a Rules Engine on the set of in-
dicators/measurements acquired from GSM net-
work (Knowledge Diffusion Phase). NetDoctor
allows the knowledge diffusion during the ap-
plication of rules on the network measurements
following an import/export mechanism through



different TOD (Territorial Operational Depart-
ments)(Knowledge Upgrade phase). Finally, Net-
Doctor has a Best Practice Management module
to identify the ”life-cycle” of the rules, from their
creation to the diffusion and import in other ter-
ritorial areas (Creation of new knowledge). Both
the Rules Engine and the Rule Editor are based on
ILOG JRules technology (see also [1]). To sum-
marize, as shown in fig. 5, NetDoctor consists of
major functional components(see also [6]):

� Interface layer: To download and collect all
the information useful for network trouble
management;

� Monitoring module: It has a user-friendly
graphic interface to display warning mes-
sages regarding the faults on cellular net-
work;

� Real Time Measurement DB: this is a rela-
tional database to store real-time measure-
ment on a prefixed time-period;

� Historical Measurement DB: when the mea-
surements of the latest day are out the time-
period, they’ll be stored into Historical Mea-
surement DB;

� AI and KM Modules: they allow captur-
ing, diffusing and sparing the Operational
Knowledge. This knowledge is represented
by rules applied by the system on the mea-
surement for the analysis and diagnosis of
network failure;

� KM and Best Practice modules: they al-
low identifying and capturing the sharing of
knowledge among different territorial areas
(best practices).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described the main fea-
tures of our Operational Knowledge Management
Framework. Usually, when a company decides to
introduce a solution of Knowledge Management,
the starting point is the identification of a specific
need to be addressed. This leads to choose a local

�

Figure 5. NetDoctor Architecture

KM solution instead of a more ambitious and less
realistic global KM solution. The introduction
of KM solutions is helpful for companies having
the following profile: (a) an high-level exchange
of information (internal or external); (b) a net-
worked organizational structure (for example
Customer Relation Management, Help Desk,
Operational Support System etc.). In this context
our OKM Framework should give major benefits.
An important feature of our OKM Framework
is its modularity: different fields can be covered
by different layouts, i.e. by different OKM
modules instances. Moreover, according to the
Knowledge Management Architecture by Zach
([3]), knowledge flows are often directed from
knowledge sources to users. It is worth noting
that in our OKM Framework, the flows could
also go back from users to knowledge sources.
Finally, we have presented a case study of OKM,
called NetDoctor. This represents an example of
instantiation from the neutral OKM Framework
to a specific OKM System in order to manage a
particular Operational Knowledge.
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